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REFERENCE

Bureau teletype to all SAC's dated 11/30/63.

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

Extra copies of this report are being sent to the Bureau as it is believed the Bureau might want to make extra dissemination.

The security instructions referred to in this report are as follows:

AQ 32-S contacted 11/22/63 by SA Robert J. Wirth.
AQ 107-S contacted 11/22/63 by SA Robert J. Wirth.
AQ 900-S contacted 11/24/63 by SA Robert J. Wirth.

APPROVED

9 - Bureau (REG. AM) (SD)
6 - Dallas (REG. AM)
2 - Albuquerque (105-991)
In response to instructions set forth in Bureau teletype to all SAC's dated 11/25/63 under caption, JACK LEON EDDY, aka.; LEE HARVEY OSWALD, aka. - VICTIM - DECEASED; CIVIL RIGHTS, the following criminal informants affiliated with or familiar with gambling matters, Albuquerque Division, were contacted on 11/25/63 with negative results:

AQ 175-C, Albuquerque, New Mexico, by SA J. JEROME MAXWELL.
AQ 133-C, Albuquerque, New Mexico, by SA J. JEROME MAXWELL.
PCI RALPH T. TRUJILLO, Albuquerque, New Mexico, by SA J. JEROME MAXWELL.
AQ 128-C, Albuquerque, New Mexico, by SA CARY CARLTON.
AQ 164-C, Albuquerque, New Mexico, by SA STUART J. CAMERON.
AQ 181-C, Albuquerque, New Mexico, by SA STUART J. CAMERON.
PCI E. HOWARD THOMAS, Roswell, New Mexico, by SA WILLIAM L. EDDY.
PCI EDMOND ZUFFERY, Roswell, New Mexico, by SA WILLIAM L. EDDY.
AQ 178-C, Grants, New Mexico, by SA CALVIN D. KNOTT.
PCI E. L. KITTE, Clovis, New Mexico, by SA FRANK W. HAYNES.
PCI E. T. PETTIGREW, Clovis, New Mexico, by SA FRANK W. HAYNES.

On November 25, 1963, AQ 204-C advised SA W. J. WILKINSON, Jr., Farmington, New Mexico, that he once met JACK EDDY in an unknown hotel in Dallas, Texas, many years ago. The informant was unable to recall the hotel or other people during this contact. Informant has never met victim.
On 11/25/63, AQ 195-PC advised SA STUART J. CAMERON at Albuquerque, New Mexico, that approximately eleven months ago he met JACK RUBY at the Carousel Club in Dallas, Texas. Informant met RUBY through JACK HARDEE, JR., and when the informant mentioned that he was from Albuquerque, RUBY advised that LOU LEBBY at Albuquerque was a good friend. The informant learned through HARDEE that RUBY came to Dallas, Texas, from Chicago and that a "Jewish boy" had the particular section of town where the Carousel is now located "all sewed up." Informant states RUBY had a difficult time breaking into the area, but that he is now quite well off along with the "Jewish boy," who also has a joint located one block from the Carousel in an upstairs location.

HARDEE mentioned to AQ 195-PC that RUBY had a "good in" with the Dallas Police Department. The informant states this would be borne out from his observation by the fact that RUBY had a B-girl operation where drinks were pushed heavily and they had no interference from the Police Department. The informant knew of no specific connections with the Police Department and only personally engaged RUBY in conversation for five to ten minutes. Informant stated he is not aware of any Chicago underworld connections of RUBY or any subversive or extremist connections. He did not know of any relationship between the subject and the Fair Play for Cuba Committee or any association between OSWALD and RUBY.

It is noted that JACK HARDEE, JR., aka. is presently a fugitive and the subject of a USHPI - FOCUSRAY investigation of which the Savannah Division in Office of Origin (File: 33-21156).